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SOLUTION BR IEF 

THE ENDPOINT DETECTION NET SUITE FOR  
RANSOMWARE MITIGATION 

The Attivo Networks Endpoint Detection Net Suite (EDN) arms security teams with the defense they need to stop 
ransomware in every stage of execution to derail both traditional and modern ransomware attacks quickly. 

RANSOMWARE TODAY
Modern ransomware has become progressively more advanced. Criminals are moving beyond simple system exploits, 
using APT-like tactics and techniques to conduct Active Directory reconnaissance, escalate privileges, move laterally 
to find high-value targets, and exfiltrate data before encryption. By compromising essential services, attacking soft 
targets like Active Directory, stealing data, and waiting until they have a widespread presence in the network, the threat 
actors can demand higher payments. Organizations must often pay or suffer extensive recovery efforts and costs in 
many cases. A report from Blackfog showed 244 ransomware attacks from January to November of 2021, a 25 percent 
increase compared to the same period in 2020. Blackfog also forecasts a rise in ransomware attacks, with newer 
forms becoming more sophisticated and disruptive. Organizations must take a different approach to thwart these more 
aggressive and sophisticated attacks. 

Many organizations are dependant on Endpoint Protection Platforms (EPP) and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) 
solutions to detect ransomware and prevent them from infecting endpoints. These endpoint solutions use signature 
matching and advanced behavioral anomaly detection to identify malicious binaries and then block their execution to 
stop the compromise. These solutions can effectively prevent endpoint compromise from many malware samples.
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However, modern ransomware has shown its ability to bypass 
these security controls. These attacks do not encrypt the first 
system they compromise. At this stage of the attack, they 
stay hidden, unlike traditional ransomware that encrypts any 
host it infects and then shows the ransom screen when it 
finishes encrypting files. They leverage the initial compromise 
to escalate privileges, conduct network discovery, probe Active 
Directory, move laterally to spread around to multiple systems, 
and identify high-value assets. Only after the attackers have 
found all the organization’s essential assets and exfiltrated and encrypted the data will they make their ransom 
demands known. They even threaten to disclose stolen data to discourage non-payment. The Attivo Networks EDN 
suite fills this critical gap in protections against modern-day ransomware.

THE ATTIVO NETWORKS ENDPOINT DETECTION NET SUITE (EDN) 
The Attivo Networks EDN suite augments existing endpoint defenses, like EPP and EDR, from attacker tactics and 
techniques that target credentials, data, and Active Directory.

ANTI-RANSOMWARE SECURITY FEATURES

The Anti-Ransomware security features are designed 
to monitor anomalous behavior and detect malicious 
activity in real-time. Modern-day attackers use evasion 
techniques like living off the land(aka using native 
IT tools), compromising Active Directory, elevating 
privileges, and running in memory to bypass endpoint 
defenses. Some of the recent and more devastating 
attacks like Ryuk, WastedLocker, Revil, and other 
ransomware used targeted attack techniques to 
elevate privileges and move laterally to other systems. 
Today, organizations can detect and stop ransomware 
before it impacts the business. To stay ahead of fast-
moving threats, you need accurate and early detection 
of attackers, even those using novel methods or 
trusted native tools. The EDN suite’s features detect 
and prevent credential theft, Active Directory attacks, 
and data exfiltration to derail double-extortion attacks. 
The suite’s Anti-Ransomware features consist of 
the following three technologies Attivo Networks 
developed.

KEY ANTI-R ANSOMWARE 
CAPABILITIES

Learn Ransomware Behaviors 
Encryption of files, folders, decoys 
documents, change in entropy, deletion 
of files, security product termination, 
deletion of shadow volumes, etc.

Scoring-Based Mitigation 
Once the ransomware meets certain 
thresholds, mitigate it by blocking all IO 
operations and terminating the process.

Forensic Reporting  
Generates alerts with context  
data from the endpoint based  
on Aggressive, Moderate, or  
Conservative behavioral detection

70% of complex malware 
attack types are of the 
ransomware variety.   
- Verizon DBIR 2021
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1. Cloaking technology hides critical data, Active Directory objects, credentials, storage locations, and sensitive 
accounts from ransomware. Attivo provides several effective cloaking/concealment capabilities. 
 
a. EDN conceals local data and shared access points to prevent ransomware encryption and exfiltration.  
 It denies attackers access to local files, folders, removable storage, network or cloud shares, local .  
 administrator accounts, and application credentials. 

b. Ransomware regularly attempts to exploit Active Directory to pursue its goals. EDN fundamentally alters   
 an attacker’s perception of AD, hindering attempts to access privileged objects or leverage AD to distribute   
 exploits internally.

c. EDN includes local credential protection to prevent credential theft via tools such as Mimikatz, LaZagne,   
 and RedLine. It conceals and binds local credential sources (databases, memory, web browsers, password  
 managers, application credential stores, etc.) to the applications that own them while denying access from  
 other applications.

2. Behavior Detection with Machine Learning technology mitigates ransomware by shutting down processes 
exhibiting suspicious behaviors. Ransomware behavioral detection leverages machine learning (ML) capabilities 
to detect and track adversary’s malicious activities. EDN monitors and analyzes Indicators of Compromises 
(IOCs) such as file access, file encryption, entropy changes after file modifications, registry changes, etc. 
When these behaviors lead to the conviction of the suspected process, EDN blocks the intended operations  
and terminates the process. 
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ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in identity detection and response, delivers a superior defense for preventing 
privilege escalation and lateral movement threat activity. Customers worldwide rely on the ThreatDefend® 
Platform for unprecedented visibility to risks, attack surface reduction, and attack detection. The portfolio 
provides patented innovative defenses at critical points of attack, including at endpoints, in Active 
Directory, and cloud environments. Attivo has 150+ awards for technology innovation and leadership. 
www.attivonetworks.com

3. Volume backup of endpoint applications and data provides options to take continuous backup of changes on the 
endpoint using native Microsoft tools. This function includes protection against ransomware deleting backup files 
created using Windows Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS).

CONCLUSION
The EDN suite is a powerful solution for preventing all forms of ransomware attacks. Whether the adversary is stealing 
credentials, gathering critical accounts and information from AD, moving laterally, or activating the ransomware to 
encrypt files, EDN quickly detects and derails all of these activities. By adding EDN to existing EPP and EDR solutions, 
organizations can strengthen their endpoint ransomware defenses to deny attackers from gaining a foothold in the 
network and the opportunity to disrupt your business.


